In-Class Work: Work on Your Main Project

Today you will use the remaining class-time to work and get help on your main project. Take 10 – 15 min to plan which quantities you would like to plot (e.g. Dan’s traffic flow: TTS as function of incoming flow of cars from left origin; Jessica’s tumor growth: number of living cells as function of time; Kota’s Yatze: total score as function of strategy parameter alpha). Be creative with your planning of plots which would allow you to answer interesting questions. Start with a (if you wish way too long) wish list. Then take 10 min to sketch with flow chart how to implement first idea for plot. Get as far as possible with your results. Get me for any help on any step in this process.

Announcement & Assignments:

- Office Hours Wed, April 4: 9:30-11am and Fr, April 6: 9:30-11am (instead of 1-2 & 3-4, sorry, school kids have break)
- Today Final Program due, Tue, Apr. 3, 9:30 am (in ~/share.dir/, read permission, email to me with filename)
- Next class, Thu, Apr. 5, 9:30 am, Results are due (hard copy of figures and interpretation in key words, where interpretation can be handwritten on figures)
- April 12, 9:30am, Results section of paper